Cadastre – Registry decentralization services in the Management Property System in Honduras
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I. Introduction

In recent years, Honduras has achieved substantial improvements in the legal, institutional and operational framework for the management and protection of property rights, which should be continued progressively until its consolidation efforts. The property law of 2004 represented a historical development, establishing a legal framework for the land administration strengthening in the country.

In addition, the Institute of Property (IP) was created to oversee the national cadastre, property registries and regularize the land ownership in an integrated way; It initiated the change of the personal folio registration system to the Royal folio, which allowed to collect cadastral information (description and geo-referenced of the venue) and rights legally recognized, it also created innovative mechanisms for regularization and legalization of land tenure, non-existent until then.

The current property management model of Honduras, constitutes a set of actions and decisions in legislative, technological and procedural matters that have allowed the active integration of different actors involved in the management on the subject of land and property rights. After 11 years of the beginning of this model adoption, the property administration system of Honduras has experienced significant advances. Honduras is actively integrating stakeholders in the subjects of land and property-rights management, both public and private; under a decentralised scheme for the easy access to services provision on a common platform, with predefined standards that guarantee transparency in operations, and at the same time reducing operating costs and transaction times.

The property-rights administration system has advanced considerably through the transactions technological system development, which monitors and publishes registration and cadastre operations, allows the transfer execution of a registration in personal folio (based on the person) to a record in Royal Folio (based on the plot), the transactional research, conflict resolution, transactions traceability and facilitates the implementation of massive legalization as well ascertainment processes.

It is important to note, that in 2014, the Honduras Government, through the Institute of Property (IP), devised a strategy for the institution transformation according to the new context of private and public actors that includes among other things: the professionalization and modernization of
the human resources involved in the process, the establishment of standards and incorporation of new technologies in order to achieve, in the short term, the services decentralization and Institute establishment as a charge, governing and supervisor body.

With the latter, it seeks to improve the investment climate and economic growth, with benefits such as: the land value increase of the titled and registered estates under the royal folio technique, the increase in land-related investments and the increase in mortgage credit.

"the productive decentralization consists in an organization form of the goods or services production process for the final consumer market, under which a company decides not to directly perform through their personal and material resources certain phases or precise activities to reach the final consumer goods, opting instead to move them to other companies or individuals with whom establishes very different type cooperation agreements"

Therefore, the Institute of Property mechanism used to transfer to banking as a partner institution is the operating’s faculty for transactional services on Royal Folio. This is done by means of a computing platform called Unified Registry System (SURE in spanish), which is used in all Honduras to register property rights, with certified professionals in specific skills of buying and selling, mortgages etc.

This document develops main strategic axes and the methodology that allowed the registry services transfer to banking, highlighting the following:

- The customer attention schema using Front-Back Office has allowed to create a more efficient and transparent way of service delivery, through the separation and specialization of the receipt/delivery applications processes, including the attention in the cadastre area and the request internal processing.
- The certified professionals integration in the property management chain.
- Creation of a service contract or agreement between the Institute of property and banking.

As a result of these aspects adoption, Honduras is integrating actively different stakeholders in the management on the land and property-rights subject, both public and private; under a decentralised scheme for the provision of easy access services on a common platform, with predefined standards that guarantee transparency in operations by the traceability of these, reducing operating costs and transaction times.
II. Background

Honduras es un país en América Central con 112,492 km² y su población actual es 8.7 millones de habitantes. Más de 45% de la población vive por debajo de la línea de pobreza y 20% viven en extrema pobreza; aproximadamente 80% de la población vive en áreas de asentamientos, con un título que garantiza su seguridad legal; en general, alrededor de 70% de los lotes del país (estimadas en 2.2 millones urbanos y rurales 0.8 millones) presentaron irregularidades en su registro o no estaban registrados.

En el campo de la gestión inmobiliaria, antes de 2003, diferentes esfuerzos por modernizar la gestión territorial habían sido realizados con poco éxito debido a la dispersión legislativa y la falta de síncrono entre instituciones relacionadas con los procesos de título, registro inmobiliario y ordenanza inmobiliaria.

El registro inmobiliario era una facultad del Supremo Tribunal de Justicia que gestionaba 24 registros en el país. Todas las informaciones se manejaban en volúmenes físicos, con muchas dificultades en la trazabilidad de las aplicaciones, transparencia y la garantía de la conservación de los documentos. La técnica de registro que se usaba se centraba en el registro del acto, en lugar del bien; técnica conocida como Folio Personal o bundle.

El registro inmobiliario era una dependencia de la Dirección Ejecutiva. Las encuestas censales masivas para fines de registro se habían realizado en los dos últimos decenios, esto no mantuvo una relación directa con las municipalidades y no existía una relación vinculante con el registro inmobiliario. La cartografía fue realizada por el Instituto Geográfico Nacional, sin embargo, en la ausencia de una ley territorial, la institución se dedicaba únicamente a la elaboración de cartas en formatos físicos.

Los esfuerzos previos se enfoquaban en la encuesta censal en tierras de carácter nacional y ejidal, sin una visión hacia la modernización del registro, o fortalecimiento de actores vinculados a la cadena de gestión territorial. Como resultado, se causó la superposición de derechos de propiedad, duplicación de funciones e inversiones, aumentando la inseguridad legal en el país.

En la década de los 1990 se realizó un proyecto piloto llamado Proyecto de Administración de Zonas Rurales (PAAR). A pesar de que incluyó un componente para la modernización del registro inmobiliario, se encontraba en la Secretaría del Estado cuya prioridad era el sector rural; además, no tenía un enfoque holístico de la administración de la tierra, no incluía reformas legales que trascendían o no se incluyeron reformas legales que trascendían o no se incluyeron.
methodology of subsequent mechanisation processes. Based on the learned lessons from this project, conditions for a new lands management model implementation were created. For this, the Government allocated new resources for the creation of a new legal framework and the continuity of the activities for the national property management system integration, creating the law of property.

Through the adoption of the law, this grants at the Institute of property name and regulate Center Partners that operate and administer the registry services that rely on the Institute of property, whereas the services administration through a public private partnership counts with more agile mechanisms and procedures to respond to the requirements for the establishment and promotion of a stock market.

The first Associated Centre was formed in July 2006 delegating to the Commerce and Industries Chambers of Honduras the operation and administration of the merchant registry; this one includes the resulting services from the companies constitutions registration as well as movements registration of partners and capital.

III. The services decentralization context in the management property system in Honduras

The property decentralization services have been included as one of the necessary requirements to meet the challenges arising in the property transactional volume growth, in the increase of users expectations for improving the services quality, reduce operating costs and response times that result from a good's registration.

Through this mechanism of Peripheral Registry Offices OPR (associated centres), the National Property Administration System of Honduras (SINAP), seeks to take the route towards decentralization hoping to achieve efficiency, maintain transparency, mobility in the transactions; thus, creating a greater mobilisation in the landmarket.

For the implementation of these OPR offices is required:

- The stability of a technological platform capable of supporting the transactional registry of the nation assets;
- A mechanized digitalization process of the property physical volumes and the conversion of the registration technique from Personal Folio to Royal Folio;
- Linking between Registry - Cadastre;
- The separation of reception processes and applications processing for registration services, through the Front & Back Office model implementation;
- Rules and Procedures establishment that must operate an OPR (Manual of criteria and standards unification as well as quality indicators);
- Agreement between both parties.

Under these conditions, the law empowers the Land Institute to decentralize services to actors running roles relating to the legalization and updating of information, establishing the unified registry system as a single destination.

**IV. Current Situation**

When we talk about the land registry, we are referring to the operation of 24 offices nation-wide, established in the country’s 17 departments, 16 of these offices are operating 100% of transactions in the Unified Registry System SURE, it is said that has a coverage of 80% of the generated transactions in the country on real property.
With an annual growth of 12.7% in the property-registry transactions a Front and Back Office model is implemented with the purpose of improving the traceability and transparency of transactions in property-registry, unfortunately the reduction of end-user response times was not possible.

Figure 1.- growing transactional real property in Honduras.

Once validated the model in the land registry, it facilitated the creation of Cadastre Registry Associated centers so as to operate under the regulations and in one only technology platform established by the Directorate of the registry- property of Honduras.
Thus in April 2016 it was formed the second associated Center, the first in the Cadastre Registry field, delegating to the Honduran Bank for production and housing (BANHPROVI), the manage and operation of registry transactions related to the clients portfolio accessing the BANHPROVI funds for housing loan.

The third Associate Center, the second in the Cadastre Registry area was formed in October 2016, delegating to the Honduran Comercial Financial Bank S.A. (FIHCOSA) to manage and operate registry transactions related to the clients portfolio accessing the FIHCOSA funds for housing loan.

Through this decentralization mechanism of the registry services, SINAP seeks to promote the economical and effective management of the State resources, through the interventions both in the private sector, civil society and international cooperation agencies avoiding duplication of efforts.

1. Why banking?

Private banking moves an average of 31 million dollars a year in mortgages on real estate sale therefore is the main actor in reducing response times in the registration of these transactions on real estate.

2. Benefits to the property system in Honduras.

Optimize the public administration, improving services to citizenship through a solid and efficient banking network, where all movements are subjected to rigorous audit processes.
3. Standards, control and monitoring of operations.

Each operation center shall be submitted to the rules and procedures established by the Registry-property direction, such as regulations, procedures agreements, operating manuals and certification guidelines.

The IP with the technical support of the PATH II within the institutional strengthening and policy framework has improved the public service through changes in their institutional processes. For this, since 2015 it implemented Front Office - Back Office model, in the registry of Francisco Morazán property estate.

This model is characterized by specialization to the user response and the Registration Act processing, managing the digital document by the Unified System of Registries SURE over Real Folio.

As processes are specialized, is feasible to deconcentrate, or decentralize services to operators or certified professionals, minimizing the public institution actions to regulatory roles.
V. Conclusions

Honduras model embodied in this document illustrates the challenges, actions, lessons and good practices so frequent in the modernization processes of land administration systems in developing countries. While some of the actions are in the implementation process, the following are some of the most important conclusions identified at the time of the present document drafting.

1. The reduction of operating costs and transactional times is the priority approach to the modernization processes of the property administration system of Honduras, to generate wealth and activate the economy. Prioritize over these targets allows that all modernization efforts are seen as a means and not an end.

2. The partnership model applied to the property administration is an almost irreversible trend in developed countries. The outsourcing scheme in Honduras is currently in process and has required a contextual adaptation of gradual phases to ensure the transition, because there are not all the conditions to transfer the total number of services provided, nor can be transferred responsibilities which are state grant as guarantor of security in its different dimensions.

3. In the Associate Center called Registry Peripheral Office (OPR) stands the situation of win-win, for banking and the IP since it allows: increase the amount of appropriations, the generation of revenue by fees from both parties, as well as a reduction in operating costs from the side of the IP in regards to technology infrastructure, software licensing, and eventually qualified and certified personnel.